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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with the numerical treatment of mechanical contact problems 
in two dimensions using the p-vemion of the finite element method coupled with minor iterative 
modification of the mesh. The method of solution is based on the augmented Lagrangian technique. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mechanical and structural elements are typically loaded and constrained through mechanical 
contact. The importance of accurate and reliable numerical simulation methods for the treatment 
of mechanical contact is self-evident. 
The first paper on the numerical treatment of frictionless contact was published in 1967 [1]. 
In this work, the complementary energy was minimized subject to a constraint on the sense of 
the contact pressure. The Lagrange multiplier method was used in conjunction with the finite 
element method [2,3]. In this formulation, the constraints are satisfied exactly, at the expense of 
an increased number of variables. Moreover, the size of the nonlinear problem can be substantially 
reduced by eliminating the displacement parameters associated with deformation modes that are 
zero on the contact boundary. This method involves computation of an influence coefficient 
matrix. Another approach was based on the penalty method [4]. In this case, the correct choice 
of the penalty parameter is essential. The third approach, called the augmented Lagrangian 
method [5], generally produces good results even with small values of the penalty terms. 
There are many papers on the application of the h-version of the finite element method (FEM) 
to the solution of contact problems, where the accuracy is improved by increasing the number 
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of elements. A comprehensive r view is given in [6] including many references. The use of the 
p-version [7] for the solution of contact problems is relatively recent [8-10]. In this case, increased 
accuracy is achieved by increasing the polynomial degree of elements. When displacement-based 
h-version finite elements are used in the contact zone, the contact-separation conditions are 
written for nodal points; between odal points; nodal points between element edges, or nodal 
points between element faces. In most applications, the mesh is not sufficiently refined to indicate 
the presence of singularities in the boundary points of the contact zone. 
When the p-version is used, then the accuracy is typically high enough for the singularities 
to induce oscillations in the numerical solutions. The oscillations are minimized when nodes 
(respectively, nodes and edges) in two dimensions (respectively, three dimensions) axe located 
at the boundary of the contact zone. In the paper of Lee and Oden [8], the hp-version is used 
which produces a fine mesh at the contact zone with p = 2. In [9], special "pNh-elements" 
were used in the contact zone. These elements incorporate piecewise linear approximation on 
the contacting edge or surface which are blended with the standard basis functions of p-version 
elements. In the first case, there are jumps in the stresses between the h-version and p-version 
elements, while in the second case, there are jumps in stresses within the pNh-elements. Control 
of the discretization error associated with these jumps have been exercised through the use of 
fine meshes. A third approach as been to enrich the finite element space with special singular 
functions and a "roof function" [11,12]. 
The aim of our investigation is to increase the accuracy in the contact zone using a special 
form of the hp-version of the finite element method, one that combines p-extension with a minor 
iterative modification of the mesh. We use the augmented Lagrangian method for the solution 
of contact problems. It is assumed that the displacements and deformations are small, and the 
adhesion, friction, and dynamic effects between the contacting bodies can be neglected. 
2. THE CONTACT PROBLEM 
Let us assume that the elastic system consists of two bodies (e = 1,2). The position vector is 
denoted by r. The surfaces of the bodies will be separated into three regions: S~ denotes the sur- 
face region where traction to is applied, S e denotes that part of the body where displacements u °
are given, while S e represents that part of the bodies where contact is expected. The bodies are 
loaded with the body force 0eke, where 0e is the material density. We are interested in finding 
the u e displacement vector field, the A e strain, and T e stress tensor fields. These unknown fields 
must satisfy the following equations on the domain Ve: the equilibrium equation 
T e- • + Qeke = 0, r E V e, (1) 
the strain displacement relationship 
1 Ae=~(ueoV+Voue) ,  r~V e, 
where A e is called the small strain tensor, and the constitutive law 
(2) 
T e = D e : A e, r E V e, (3) 
where D ~ is a fourth-order tensor consisting of the material properties Young's modulus E and 
Poisson's ratio v. 
The boundary conditions are 
T e. n e = t 0, r E S~, and (4) 
u ~ = u °, r e S~. (5) 
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e = u e the normal stresses We denote the displacement projected in the direction nc by u n • no, 
by a nl = n I . . . . .  T 1 n I and a~ n 2 T 2 n 2, and the initial gap by h. In the case of unilateral 
contact in the contact zone, we have the following inequalities: 
2 1 d = d(u) = u n - u n + h > O, (6) 
where d is the gap, and 
p = -n  1 • T 1 • nc -- n 2 • T 2 • nc ~- -n  1 • T 1 • n 1 -~ -n  2 -T  2 • n 2 _> 0 (7) 
is the contact pressure. Denoting the contact zone by C and the separation or gap zone by G 
(S~ = C U G), we have 
d=O,  p>_O, reC ,  (8) 
d > 0, p = 0, r • G. (9) 
Hence, the product p .  d vanishes on Sc e
p.d=O,  r • S~. (10) 
3.  THE WEAK FORMULATION OF  THE CONTACT PROBLEM 
We will use the principle of minimum potential energy in the following. Specifically, we seek 
the minimum of the potential energy Hp(u) subject o two types of kinematic onditions: u = u ° 
on r • Su and d >_ 0 on r • Sc. Formally, 
min{Hp(u) lu=u °, res t ,  d>0,  r•Sc} ,  (11) 
which must be solved by iteration to determine the contact-separation zones. This problem is 
usually treated with the Lagrangian multiplier technique (LA), the penalty method (PE), or with 
their combination, which is called the augmented Lagrangian method (AU). In the Lagrangian 
multiplier technique, we are taking the variation of the following functional: 
L LA := Hp(u) - fso pd(u) dS, (12) 
with respect u and p satisfying the conditions u -- u °, r E Su and p >_ 0, r E S, respectively, 
that is, we have one variational equation and one variational inequality 
(~u~ LA ---- 0, (~pE LA > 0, (13) 
which account for the equilibrium equation (1); the dynamic boundary condition (4), and the 
contact conditions (6)-(10). In this variational principle, the pressure p appears as an unknown 
field. In order to satisfy the contact conditions, positivity of the pressure must be ensured. 
In the penalty method, we have the functional 
L PE := n (u) + an(d- (u)) 2 dS, (14) 
where an >> 0 is the penalty parameter, d-  denotes the negative values of d (d < 0). Taking the 
variation of (14) with respect o u, we have 
6u£ P~' = 0 = 6Hp(u) +/c (6d-  (u))c~d- (u) dS, (15) 
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and the contact pressure p is computed in those points where interpenetration f the contacting 
bodies indicated from the following formula: 
p = -cad- (u ) .  (16) 
The higher the value chosen for ca, the smaller the value of d- .  That is, as ca --+ COy we have 
d-  -+ 0. The d > 0 condition can be satisfied approximately by FEA. In numerical computations, 
the penalty method has a drawback: the condition number of the coefficient matrix increases as 
the penalty parameter ca increases, which limits the value of ca that can be used in practice. 
Combining the Lagrangian method and the penalty method, one can overcome these drawbacks. 
The augmented Lagrangian functional is 
£AU := £AU(u ) := lip(u) - pd(u) dS + ~ ca(d(u)) 2dS, 
and taking the variation with respect o u, we have the variational form 
+ £ T • - p + cae) es  
+£ 6<(n~.T  i .n*+p-~d)  dS :O,  
(c) 
(17) 
(is) 
(20) 
where the operation ( / is defined by 
(p) = 0.5(p + [pD, p(o) = o, (21) 
therefore, positive contact pressure is ensured in the contact zone So, and zero value in the gap 
zone G. In the (k + 1) th iteration step, the pressure p(k) acts  on the contact surfaces as an 
external load in the variational formula 
(22) 
. . .~  
where in (18), e~ is the tangential unit vector in the contact surface and e~ • T e • n e -- r e is the 
shear stress. From (18), we have the following equations for the normal stresses in the contact 
zone: 
1 n 1 an = no 'T -  = - (p -  cad), 
2 n2 ~n = -no .  T .  = - (p -  cad), (19) 
1 2 
an = an  = --(P -- cad). 
Since the contact is assumed to be frictionless, the shear stress r e is zero on the contact surface. 
In the course of the iteration, the contact pressure is updated using the formula 
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4. F IN ITE  ELEMENT FORMULATION BASED ON THE 
AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN TECHNIQUE 
The displacements of the contacting bodies are approximated in the usual form 
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u e = Ne(x)q e, e = 1, 2, (23) 
where the shape functions N e (x) consist of nodal point modes, side modes, and internal modes, 
and qe is the vector of displacement parameters [7]. In this work, we are using quadrilateral 
axially symmetric elements and the trunk space (also called "serendipity" space). The strain 
vector is given by the following expression: 
~* = Beq e, e = 1, 2, (24) 
where B e is the strain-displacement matrix. The stress vector can be computed also from the 
displacements 
a e = Deee(x) = DeSe(x)q  e, (25) 
where D e is the constitutive matrix. In discretized form, the total potential energy is written as 
follows: 
1 eT=#e e qeTfe ,  II~(u) ~ II~(q ~) = ~q ix q - (26)  
where 
Ke =/v~ BeTDeBe dV (27) 
is the stiffness matrix and 
fe=[  (N e )TQek~dV+[  N eT t °dS (2S) 
JV  JS 
is the load vector. 
The physical interpretation of the penalty parameter is that a Winkler-type spring is acting 
between the contacting bodies, in the direction normal to the contact surface (no). Therefore, 
the gap after an increment in deformation d = u 2 - U~v + h is computed in a local coordinate 
system (see Figures 1 and 2), and those parameters q~ which are in the contact regions of S~ 
and S 2 must be transformed into the local coordinate system. 
l't b°dy / 
Sic \ J ~ t "f'~ut 
_J 
U r 
• !1 c 
S2¢ ~ 'Un 
Figure 1. The vector nc is normal to the basic surface between the contacting 
surfaces S~ and Sc 2. 
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S2c ~ nc 
Figure 2. The displacements un,1 un ,2 initial gap h, and the deformed gap d = u2n - 
uln + h is projected to no. n 1 and n 2 are the outward normals to the contacting 
surfaces. 
The transformation is performed by least squares fitting. We denote the displacement vec- 
tor in the local coordinate system by f i t  = Jut, un]. The transformation by which the global 
displacement is transformed into the local system is of following form: 
fi(u) = ToU, r e So, (29) 
where To is the transformation matrix. The same shape functions are used in both coordinate 
systems, that is, 
ue= ur =Neqe=[N~ 
LUzJ 
a~ = ut  ;Ne~ ~=[N~, 
Un 
N:] [q~l ~ Lq~ J = Ncqe and (30) 
[Cl~] (31) N~] [~ = N~,  
where N~ and N~, respectively, denote those shape functions which have zero and nonzero values 
in the contact zone. 
Applying the least squares method, we seek qc e by minimizing B defined by 
~ l~s  (ToNcqc-  cqc)dS ,  (32) B := 2 ~ e e Ne=e~2 
that is, the derivatives of B must vanish with respect o all components of q~, 
OB 
= 0, e = 1, 2, (33) Oq~ 
from which q~ can be computed 
qc e NeTNe eT  e -e  - 'c - 'c  dS = N c ToNc dSqc =_ TeCta. 
I (  e = [ I  
t e = [I 
where I is the identity matrix. 
The stiffness matrix and load vector are transformed as follows: 
_ -  
ff, l", Tem] fe ---- L£~J 
e 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
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The gap after an increment in deformation depends on the normal displacements of the con- 
tacting bodies and the initial gap. In order to treat the normal displacements separately, in (31), 
we introduce the matrices of shape functions L~, L~ which correspond, respectively, to tangential 
and normal displacements 
~1 e Ut  e -e  
= = Ncqe = qc. 
u~ LL~ 
Therefore, the normal displacements in (37) can be written in the following form: 
2 1 2 -2  1 -1  
u n -  u n = Lcq c - Lcq c. (38) 
When the contacting surfaces are flat or they are straight lines in two dimensions, then the shape 
functions are identical for both bodies, that is, L~ = L 2. For the sake of convenience, we express 
the initial gap function h in the direction nc by the shape functions L~ (see Figure 3). 
£) /S~ t surface ~ ~ basic 
Figure 3. Initial gap is h = h 1 4- h 2. The contact finite element is Winkler-type 
spring oriented in the direction ormal to the basic surface (no). 
Let us suppose that we have the basic surface and the initial gap function h e in the direction o. 
Applying again the least squares method 
mince  21~g he - .~ Lejh~ dt, (39) 
we have the following system of linear equations: 
h Lci e = Lc~Lejh j dt = dr, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  1, 2. (40) 
Hence, the initial gap h can be written as 
h=[L~ L~] h2 =Lh.  (41) 
Taking into account (38),(41), the gap d can be expressed in the terms of the displacement 
parameters 
d 2-2  1 -I = Lcq  c - Lcq  ~ + Lh. (42) 
Introducing the vector ~i e of the body displacement parameters, which consists of the displacement 
parameters q~ in global system and the displacement parameters Cl~ in local system 
~te= [q~] (43) 
t~ J  ' 
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the gap is written in the following form: 
d=[O L~]42- [0  L~]41=L242-L~4:+Lh.  
Then, the integral of the penalty term is written in discretized form 
(44) 
and the load vector, due to the initial gap h, is 
[S~ -L'rL d,s' ] - f ] .  
fh= L fc f'2TLdS jh= [ f;~ 
parameter ca, 
c= [ Sct'TcaL'a8 -Sctl:can=dS 1 C 11 
-- SC L2TCnL1 dS So L2TCaL2 dS ] = [ -C 21 
-C  i2 ] 
C2 2 , (46) 
(47) 
1 2 From the integral (17), the load vectors f;, f; which correspond to the contact pressure are 
r-s-'i-'-I [4'" 4:-"i r - f J l  (,s) Scd(u).pdS:=~>[~lT ,~.2T]ScL ,I~2T j.pdS= i. f2 j .  
Finally, the discretized form of the £AU functional is 
(49) 
1[41 - o::, r <:," 4, - ,  
[ f~ . J  -v ' 
which is minimized by the solution of the following system of equations: 
e '+c"  -c':  4' r-f ] _o,1 ]_,+,.,,,. 
Since the contact conditions are expressed in inequalities, the contact problem is solved iteratively 
using Kalker's algorithm [13]. In the first part of the algorithm, a search is performed for the 
contact zone on the basis of positive contact pressure and those points are omitted from the 
contact zone where negative contact pressures are indicated. In the second part, the contact 
zone is modified in order to fulfill the kinematic ondition for the deformed gap di >_ O, that 
is, the contact zone C is the set of those points where di is negative. The iteration is repeated 
until the contact conditions are satisfied in C to within a prespecified tolerance. In each step, a 
new penalty matrix C ij and new vectors f$ and f~ are computed based on the current estimate 
of the contact zone. The contact-separation conditions are checked in the integration points, 
which are Gauss or Lobatto points, and where the integrals (46)-(48) are evaluated. The contact 
element (46) represents a distributed Winkler-type spring, not discrete springs placed into nodal 
points only, as done in the h-version. In those integral points where the contact pressure in (20) 
is detected to be zero, the weights are set to zero. 
When the conditions Pi -> 0, di _> 0, and pidi = 0 are satisfied in each point of the expected 
contact region, then the contact pressure is updated in accordance with (20) by repeating the 
solution of (50) until the tolerance for the contact pressure is satisfied, that is, 
fc (p(k+l) _ p(k)) 2 dS 
< 7-, (51) 
fo (p(k+,))~ ds 
where r is a prespecified tolerance. 
1 [~)-r ~.~-r ] -L1:1 41 l icca(d)~dS= 5 {~[  L 2T jca[-Llf'2] dS[~t2 ] 
(4S) 
-L IT  ] L dSh} +2 ic [ L2T ] + const. 
The contact finite elements are derived from the integral expression that contains the penalty 
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5. POSIT IONING THE NODAL POINTS 
One of the advantages of the p-version is that for smooth problems only coarse meshes are 
needed, since the error in energy norm decreases exponentially when the polynomial degree of 
the elements i increased [7]. In contact problems when the ends of the contact zone C are not 
situated in nodal points, then the derivatives of the shape functions cannot have the appropriate 
jumps there. By moving the nodal points to the ends of the contact zone C, the jump in the 
derivatives can be represented in the discretized problem. 
The positioning algorithm has been investigated for contact problems of two cylindrical bodies. 
Due to the initial gaps and external loads, the contact zone C may be situated on the left side, 
middle range, or the right side of the expected contact region. 
The positioning of the nodal points is performed in one or two phases, depending on the 
predefined tolerance. The first phase is a rough positioning of the contact point; the aim is to 
ensure that contact exists in each integration point of the contacting elements. In the second 
phase, further adjustments of the border point or points are performed in order to increase the 
accuracy. 
h Z 
1 
Fig___~6 
2 nd body 
D- 
R 
Figure 4. Typical contact of axially symmetric bodies. 
5.1. The Process of Rough Nodal  Point  Posit ioning 
A typical contact problem of axially symmetric bodies is shown in Figures 4 and 5. The left 
end of the contact zone is shown magnified in Figure 6, where the steps of the algorithm are 
demonstrated. The algorithm is analogous for the right-hand side of the contact zone. 
In Figure 6, the left arrow shows the direction of the search. Ri, R#, and Rk denote the radial 
locations of the nodal points of the contact element in the original mesh. R0 is the location 
of the middle point of the original element. The contact elements are integrated in N Gauss 
or Lobatto points. The star and triangular markers denote, respectively, the N th integration 
point and the first contacting integration point from the right side which is denoted by IC. The 
parallel ines denote the compressed Winkler spring, the gap zone is denoted by a single line. 
The prime (R ~) denotes the modified radial coordinate. The standard coordinate of the contact 
element is denoted by ~. The algorithm is summarized in the following. 
• Step 1. The contact problem is solved with the given mesh. 
• Step 2. A search is performed at both ends of the proposed contact region Sc in order 
to find the end points. We seek the first contacting integration point located in 
RIo (see Figure 6), where the contact pressure is positive. 
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Figure 5. The new positions of nodal points (3 ~, 19 ~) of the contacting bodies are 
found by projection of the nodal points of the contact element in the direction o. 
I I IK} l l l i i i l l i l i l i i l i l l i i l i l~ l l l~  . c )  0 
~ ~c T 
R'Nffi(R I c+~Y2 
1 
R I R' N R; Rk 
-1 0 ~N$ 1 
Figure 6. Schematic representation f the right-hand side of the contact zone C: 
checking of the integration points is started from the right end. The first contact 
point RIG detected in the positive range of the standard coordinate. The location 
of the new nodal point is found by linear mapping. (See Step 3). 
• Step 3. The g th integrat ion point is posit ioned by the use of the bisection method indi- 
cated in F igure 6. The new locat ion /~ of the nodal  point  j is computed by the 
l inear mapping 
R~ = [2R~v - Rj  (1 - ~N)] 
(1 + ~N) 
where R~v is the new location of the N th integration point  of the modif ied contact  
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element computed from 
+ RN), if ~IC > 0, 
R~v= 1 
5(RIo+R0),  i f~ ic<0.  
The iteration Steps 1-3 are repeated unless each integration point of the contacting elements 
is in contact. As a result we have a new mesh, which will be called "the first correct mesh". 
5.2, A lgor i thm for F ine  Pos i t ion ing  of  the  Noda l  Po in t  
As a result of the rough positioning of the nodal point, it is sufficiently close to the border point 
of C in general. For this reason, further adjustment is required. In this section, we introduce 
indicators which are monitored in the process of the fine adjustment of the nodal point. 
The first indicator is the potential energy rip, since its value is minimized by the exact solution. 
The disadvantage of this indicator is that the relative change of the potential energy as a nodal 
point is moved is small, and hence, precise location of the minimum may be difficult. 
The second indicator Ip is based on the first derivative of the contact pressure, measured 
in L2 norm. This indicator measures the smoothness of the contact pressure function. In axially 
symmetric problems, it is written as follows: 
Ip = -~c ¢ \-~-~) 27rRdR , (52) 
where Re is the length of the contact zone C. This indicator is expected to attain its minimum 
value when the boundary points of C are properly located. 
The third indicator Iu measures the smoothness of the normal displacement functions of the 
contacting surfaces, the terms of the L2 norm of the derivatives of the normal displacements 
(53) 
This indicator is also based on the assumption that the normal displacements are smooth functions 
when the contact surfaces are smooth. 
The indicators rip, Ip, and Iu are objective functions to be minimized. 
The value of the contact pressure in the border point of contact zone C must be zero in the 
case of smooth problems. Therefore, the contact pressure in the end points of C can be used as 
an indicator, which is computed from the gap d at the border point: an = -p (R j )  = c,~d. 
5.2.1.  F ine  ad jus tment  o f  the  pos i t ion  of  the  noda l  po in ts  
In this phase of the nodal point positioning process, one of the three object functions lip, Ip, 
and Iu is minimized. 
aN1 
RN~~ 4*A- Rj 4,A+ ~R 1 
Figure 7. Nodal point positioning at the right-hand side of the contact element 
depends on p ---- -c,~d, where gap d was computed with penalty method. 
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In Figure 7, the algorithm is shown only for the right-hand side nodal point. It is performed 
analogously for the left side. 
The black triangle markers denote the last integration point in the contacting elements at 
the location RN, and the first integration point in the gap element at R1. The two integration 
points define the interval aN1, in which the border of the contact zone is sought. Rj is the 
roughly estimated location of the border point of the contact zone determined by the algorithm 
in Section 5.1. The algorithm is comprised of the following steps. 
• Step 1. The section aN1 is partitioned as shown in Figure 7. 
• Step 2. The normal stress p(R~) is computed in the nodal point j (an = -p  = and). 
• Step 3. The contact pressure is updated using the AU iteration process in location T/j. 
• Step 4. Depending on the sign of p, the nodal points are positioned in the points number 
2-5 and the contact problem is solved by AU. 
• Step 5. The objective function is evaluated in the five positions, and a four degree poly- 
nomial is fitted to those points. The minimum of the objective function provides 
an improved estimate of the border point of the contact zone C. 
5.2.2. Simplified fine adjustment of the nodal point positions 
The previous nodal point positioning method can be simplified by seeking the location of zero 
contact pressure at the border of the contact zone. This means that following rough nodal point 
positioning, we have the nodal point positioned approximately in the border point of the contact 
zone and the value of the contact pressure at this location. The location and the contact pressure 
of this point are denoted, respectively, by Rj and p(Rj) (see Figure 7). 
SIMPLIFIED ALGORITHM. 
• Step 1. The nodal point is moved to the left and right by a small distance 2 * A- and 
2 * A+ into the positions R- and R +, where the contact pressures p- and p+ are 
computed. 
• Step 2. A parabola is fitted on the contact pressure values p-,p(Rj) and p+, then the 
location of the zero value is determined within the interval of [R-, R+]. 
• Step 3. The AU is applied to correct the contact pressure distribution satisfying the 
contact conditions more accurately. 
REMARK. In the case of the penalty method, Step 3 is omitted. 
6. THE E IGENVALUES OF  THE ST IFFNESS MATRIX  
OF  THE CONTACT ELEMENT 
The stiffness matrices of p-version contact elements have been developed. These elements 
represent a Winkler-type spring which is assumed to act between the contacting bodies. In 
contact elements, strain energy develops only for relative normal displacements between the 
sides. Considering straight-sided contact elements only, and neglecting the degrees of freedom 
associated with tangential relative displacements, here are p -t- 1 zero energy modes. 
In [14-16], various reduced integration techniques were proposed for the numerical integration 
for quadrilateral elements, using eigenvalue analysis. When part of the element is not in contact, 
the stiffness matrix may not be positive semidefinite. In order to investigate this question, we 
performed eigenvalue analysis for this simple element assuming different contact situations. 
When only part of a contact element is in contact, then the weights corresponding to the 
quadrature points that lie outside of the contact zone are set to zero. In effect, the number of 
quadrature points is reduced and their distribution is altered. Therefore, it may happen that the 
contact element has negative igenvalues. An investigation of a straight-sided contact element 
confirmed this. 
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The length of the contact element is 100 mm and the penalty parameter is an = 2 × 107. The 
numerical integration is performed using N Gauss or Lobatto points. 
A series of eigenvalue problems were solved for different contact situations. The contact sit- 
uations were assumed as follows. The left end of the element was in contact and there were 
Ic -- N - i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N - 1 Gauss integration points in the contact zone. The eigenvalue 
problem was solved by the program MATLAB using Gauss integration points N = 9 and N = 10. 
Negative eigenvalues were computed in those cases when there were only Ic <_ 8 points in the 
contact zone at the both values of N. The computed eigenvalues were increased with the increas- 
ing number of contacting points. Only the 18 th eigenvalue was positive in each case, while e.g., 
the 15 th eigenvalue was zero when only three points were in contact or the 12 th was zero when 
six points were in contact. 
We conclude that, when the contact zone is under-integrated, then the contact element may 
exhibit zero or negative nergy. This confirms the requirement of positioning the nodal points in 
order to ensure that each integration point of the contacting element is contacting. 
7. EXAMPLES 
An experimental computer code has been developed for the solution of the contact problems of 
axially symmetric bodies. In our examples, the contacting surface of the upper body is a parabolic 
function. The contacting surface of the lower body is flat. The upper body is loaded kinematically, 
that is, the displacement w0 is prescribed on its top surface. Hence, in our examples, the initial 
gap function is determined by the shape of the upper body. 
Depending on the value of the loads and the function of the initial gap, the contacting zone 
may be situated on the left side, in the middle region, or on the right side of the expected contact 
region. The imposed displacement w0 = 0.15 mm, Young's modulus E = 2 x 105 N/mm 2, and 
Poisson's ratio v = 0.3 are used in the following examples. The computed contact pressure 
distributions were drawn by MATLAB where the curves are represented by piecewise linear 
functions. 
7.1. Example  1 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 8, where the upper body is divided into 2 * 2 
elements, for this reason, it is denoted by Mesh(2 • 2). 
As a result of the applied techniques (Section 5), we have contact pressure curves in three 
different phases of the solution process (Figure 9). The first curve belongs to the original mesh 
without positioning the nodal points. In the second case, each of the Gauss points of the con- 
tacting element is in contact following nodal point positioning. The third curve was computed 
from the solution following a small adjustment of the nodal point based on the potential energy 
indicator. The minimum value of the potential energy was found to be Hp = 131548.61 Nmm. 
The last curve is the result of minimizing the objective function Hp. 
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Figure 8. FEM mesh of the contacting bodies is denoted by Mesh(2 • 2). 
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Figure 9. Contact pressure distributions in three different stages of the solution 
process, and the potential energy shifted by the min rip versus the location of the 
nodal point. Mesh(2 •2) was used with Gauss integration N = 9. 
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Figure 10. FEM mesh of the contacting bodies denoted by Mesh(3 • 2). 
7.2. Example  2 
The previous contact problem of Example 1 was solved by the Mesh(3,2) shown in Figure 10. 
The resulting contact pressure distributions are shown in Figure 11. The first curve strongly 
oscillates, because an element is only partially in contact. The last curve belongs to the solution 
corresponding to the minimum value of the indicator Ip. 
7.3. Example  3 
The contact problem was solved by the Mesh(4 * 4) using Gauss integration. The resulting 
contact pressure distributions are shown in Figure 12. The positioning of nodal points was 
based on the search of the minimum of the potential energy lip with the method described in 
Section 5.2.1. 
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Figure 11. Contact pressure distributions in three different stages of the solution 
process, and the objective function lp shifted by min(lp) versus the location of the 
nodal point. Mesh(3 * 2) was used with Gauss integration N -- 9. 
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Figure 12. Contact pressure distributions in three different stages of the solution 
process, and lip shifted by rain(lip) versus the location of the nodal point. Mesh(4,4) 
was used with Gauss integration N -- 9. 
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Table 1. Sensitivity of the total  force Fc, the potential  energy rip, and the normal 
stress an(Rp) with respect o the location of the nodal point (Example 3). 
(Mesh(4 * 4), Gauss N -- 9). 
np  [mm] Fc [N] lip [N mm] an [M Pal Comment  
70.00 2201619.7 131509.59 - original mesh 
67.74 2200831.7 131505.29 - - 
66.98 2200793.2 131504.59 1.626 1 st correct mesh 
66.85 2200871.7 131504.61 -24.652 - 
67.09 2200686.3 131504.64 23.764 - 
66.975 2200946.2 131525.02 1.793 opt. mesh/AU 
Table 
stress 
2. Sensitivity of the total force Fc, the potential energy lip, and the normal  
¢rn(Rp) with respect o the location of the nodal point (Example 3). 
(Mesh(4 * 4), Gauss N = 10). 
Rp [mm] Fc [N] Hp IN mm] an [M Pal Comment  
70.00 2199811.7 131509.36 - original mesh 
68.13 2200140.3 131506.88 - - 
66.41 2200761.7 131504.69 - - 
66.34 2200751.2 131504.67 - - 
67.00 2200779.2 131504.596 5.05 1 st correct mesh 
66.89 2200852.8 131504.597 -16.45 - 
67.09 2200689.7 131504.63 23.18 
66.975 2200945.9 131525.02 0.07 opt. mesh/AU 
The iteration process of the simplified method described in Section 5.2.2 can be analyzed by the 
parameters shown in Tables 1 and 2 for applying N = 9 and N = 10 Gauss integration points, 
respectively. The contact zone is situated on the left side of the expected contact region. 
Tables 1 and 2 show that the resultant force is sufficiently accurate for practical purposes even 
in the case of the original mesh, without nodal positioning. 
The values of both the resultant contact force Fc and the potential energy lip are increased by 
the application of AU. This is due to the fact that interpenetration is eliminated by this method. 
The distributed springs of the contact elements are not acting at the end of the iteration 
process because quilibrium is established by the contact pressures. This feature differentiates 
AU from the pure penalty method where the springs are acting as a deformable layer in the 
contact interface. This means, that in the penalty method, the imposed isplacement on the top 
of the upper body is shared among the deformations of the contacting bodies and the deformable 
contact element. 
In the last phase of the iteration process, the contact pressure an was computed at the border 
of the contact zone where the nodal point is situated. It can be seen that the contact pressure is 
practically zero in this location when the optimal position of the nodal point is found. The zero 
value of an was searched with the penalty method. In this algorithm, applying the AU procedure 
is an additional step, which results in a small nonzero pressure at this point. 
In typical problems, the optimal mesh can be found in six to eight iterations. Considering the 
contact pressure distributions and the computed global parameters, uch as resultant force, if we 
accept a lower accuracy, then the process can be stopped at the solution of the first correct mesh. 
This way the number of solution steps can be halved. If only the resultant contact force is of 
interest, then nodal point positioning is not needed. 
The previous contact problem was solved for various meshes by the algorithm using Hp as 
the indicator (Section 5.2.1). The results are shown in Table 3. The notations used in Table 3 
are as follows. Integrations N = 9 of Gauss (G) and Lobatto (L) type, Rp is the location of the 
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Table 3. Global parameters  determined by different meshes and integrat ions (p = 8). 
Penalty parameter  is cn -- 100 E. 
Mesh Int. Rp [mm] 
2*2  G - 
2*2  L - 
2 * 2 G 66.84 
2 * 2 L 68.56 
3*2  G - 
3*2  L - 
3 * 2 G 66.03 
3 * 2 L 67.51 
4*2  G - 
4*2  L - 
4 * 2 G 66.86 
4 * 2 L 67.18 
4*4  G - 
4*4  L - 
4 * 4 G 66.99 
4 * 4 L 67.58 
Fc iN] Hp [N mm] Pm [M Pal 
2199134.09 131534.28 221.76 
2197577.16 131551.80 221.53 
2201144.73 131548.60 221.25 
2200291.93 131546.30 221.46 
2200295.91 131540.39 289.11 
2204935.19 131551.76 221.53 
2200963.61 131536.07 224.39 
2201131.42 131537.54 221.46 
2201756.42 131517.95 276.00 
2201459.20 131512.76 221.06 
2201008.49 131533.39 222.66 
2201044.19 131533.24 221.39 
2201631.85 131509.84 249.01 
2202009.49 131522.79 220.96 
2200956.55 131526.04 221.76 
2200957.35 131525.78 220.99 
DOF 
834 
834 
834 
834 
1218 
1218 
1218 
1218 
1602 
1602 
1602 
1602 
3016 
3016 
3016 
Table 4. Global parameters  determined 
Penalty parameter  is cn = 100 E. 
p Mesh 
8 O 
8 P 
7 O 
7 P 
6 O 
6 P 
5 O 
5 P 
4 O 
4 P 
3 O 
3 P 
3016 
by the method described in Section 5.2.1. 
DOF 
3106 
3106 
2762 
2762 
2466 
2466 
2218 
2218 
2018 
2018 
1866 
1866 
R n [mm] Fc [N] H n [N ram] Pm [M Pal 
- 2201631.85 131509.85 249.01 
66.998 22oo956.55 131526.04 221.01 
- 2199960.85 131510.08 223.55 
66.95 2200974.37 131529.47 229.73 
- 2199800.44 131527.37 374.03 
66.87 2201029.01 131537.80 222.62 
- 2199284.93 131576.18 539.43 
66.28 2201794.99 131561.88 225.14 
- 2200394.13 131687.55 743.95 
66.21 2201611.13 131630.24 224.32 
- 2192342.42 132067.58 594.55 
66.12 2196882.26 131963.68 227.93 
65 
positioned nodal point, Fc is the resultant of the contact pressure, lip is the potential energy, 
Pm is the maximum of the contact pressure, and DOF is the degree of freedom. The parameter 
of Mesh gives the number of elements of the upper body in horizontal and vertical directions. 
The computed global data are accurate nough even in the case of coarse meshes, which demon- 
strates the efficiency of p-extension. Usually, on the original mesh, smaller maximum pressures Pm 
are computed in the case of Lobatto integration than in the case of Gauss integration and the 
pressure distribution curves are smoother as well. The differences are very small after positioning 
the nodal point to the contact border location, however. 
The results in Tables 4 and 5 were computed on Mesh(4* 4) with various polynomial degrees (p) 
and the nodal point positioning was based on the minimum of the potential energy criterion 
(Section 5.2.1) and the zero value of the contact pressure at the border point (Section 5.2.2), 
respectively. The notations used in Tables 4 and 5 are as follows. Gauss integration, N -- 9, 
Mesh(4 * 4) is original (O) or optimal (P) after nodal point positioning, Rp is the location of the 
positioned nodal point, Fc is the resultant contact force, lip is the potential energy, Pm is the 
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Table 5. Global parameters determined by the method described in Section 5.2.2. 
Penalty parameter is cn = 1000 E. 
p Mesh 
8 O 
8 P 
7 O 
7 P 
6 O 
6 P 
5 O 
5 P 
4 O 
4 P 
3 O 
3 P 
Rp [mm] Fc IN] np IN mm] Pm [M Pal 
- 2202358.39 131527.49 325.76 
66.99 2200988.67 131526.79 222.01 
- 2200731.92 131533.95 398.91 
68.56 2201006.39 131528.43 223.34 
- 2199738.27 131552.34 370.00 
66.70 2201211.76 131536.84 222.76 
- 2199679.10 131602.45 603.45 
66.11 2201842.29 131561.36 224.99 
_ $ * * 
66.05 2201922.54 131629.46 225.66 
_ $ * * 
65.90 2201000.95 131807.09 232.04 
DOF 
3106 
3106 
2762 
2762 
2466 
2466 
2218 
2218 
2018 
2018 
1866 
1866 
Mesh(4*4), p=3-8 
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Figure 13. Relative error in energy norm vs. degrees of freedom; Mesh(4 * 4), Gauss 
integration, N = 9. 
contact pressure maximum, and DOF is the degree of freedom of the problem. The symbol * 
denotes nonconvergence. 
The global parameters were computed from the original mesh and on the mesh modified by 
nodal point positioning. As the penalty parameter is increased, the contact pressure curves 
exhibit increasing degrees of oscillations. 
The results how that nodal point positioning improves the results even in the case of low order 
of polynomials. Otherwise, the contact solution process may not converge within 25 iteration 
steps on the original mesh when the higher value of the penalty parameter cn = 1000 E is used. 
The contact condition p. d = 0 is satisfied by the application of Kalker's algorithm, in both cases, 
when a positioning technique is used. 
The logarithmic values of the relative error in energy norm versus the degrees of freedom are 
displayed in Figure 13. The relative errors of the solutions are computed by the error estimator 
described in [7]. 
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Figure 14. Geometrically graded FEM mesh of the contacting bodies is denoted by 
Mesh(5 *4). 
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Figure 15. Contact pressure distributions in three different stages of the solution 
process, and the potential energy versus the location of the nodal point. Mesh(5 •4) 
was used with Lobatto integration N = 9. 
7.4. Example 4 
In this problem, the contact zone is situated at the right side of the proposed contact region. 
The mesh is shown in Figure 14. 
At the edge of the contact zone in the location of (120,100), there is a singularity. For this 
reason, the mesh is graded geometrically at the vicinity of the corner point as suggested in [7] 
using h = 0.15a, where h is the size of the finite elements and a is the size of the body. Using 
the Lobatto integration with N = 9, we have the results shown in Figure 15. 
In the final step of the positioning Mgorithm, we have a smooth contact pressure distribu- 
tion, except in the vicinity of the singular point. The computed potential energy is lip = 
337145.08 N mm at the optimal positioning. 
7.5. Example  5 
In the final example, the contact zone is situated in the middle of the expected contact region So. 
The contact problem was treated by the Mesh(5* 4) which is shown in Figure 16, where the initial 
gap function is given as well. 
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Figure 16. FEM mesh of the contacting bodies is denoted by Mesh(5 • 4). 
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Figure 17. Contact pressure distributions in four different cases. The optimal mesh 
was found by the minIIp and minlu criteria. Mesh(5.4) was used with Gauss 
integration N ---- 9. 
The optimal pressure distribution was determined on the basis of two different objective func- 
tions Iu and rip (see Figure 17). 
The border of the contact zone is located at R = 24.68 mm and R = 94.89 mm in case of rain Iu, 
and by the use of min Hp, the border point is located at R = 24.48 mm and R = 94.89 mm at the 
value rip = 281369.67 N mm. 
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A special form of the hp-version of the finite element method has been presented for the solution 
of contact problems for axially symmetric bodies. The mesh is adjusted in the iteration process 
such that the boundary of the contact zone is a nodal point, allowing the jump in the derivatives 
to be represented in the discretized problem. 
The algorithm is comprised of two phases. In the first phase, the mesh is modified by moving the 
nodal points which are nearest o the boundaries of the contact zone to new locations which are 
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in the midpoint of the current location of the nodal point and the nearest integration point where 
separation is detected. In the second phase, fine adjustment of the location of the nodal points is 
performed on the basis of monitoring four different indicators. The indicators are the potential 
energy, the smoothness ofthe contact pressure, the smoothness ofthe normal displacements in the 
contact zone, and the contact pressure at the border points of the contact region. The potential 
energy in elastic problems is a natural measure of the solution; however, it is not sensitive to 
minor changes in nodal points, and hence, accurate location of the optimum position may not 
be possible due to round-off errors. For this reason the two other indicators, associated with the 
smoothness of the solution in the contact zone, were introduced. 
The mesh modification is not needed when only the resultant of the contact force is of interest. 
In this case, the oscillations in contact pressure do not affect in any significant way the value of 
the resultant. The importance of this is that complicated problems can be analyzed in two steps: 
first, the contact force is determined, then a local problem is solved for the determination of the 
pressure distribution. 
Application of the first phase of the mesh modification usually yields an approximate solution 
within reasonable accuracy. 
Very high accuracy isachieved by application of the second phase of the mesh modification. The 
contact conditions are satisfied very accurately when combining the nodal positioning algorithm 
with the augmented Lagrangian method. 
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